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Many cognitively-oriented accounts of referential choice hold that the choice of a referential 

device is fundamentally dependent on the referent’s status in the cognitive system, so that the more 

active the referent is in the speaker’s and addressee’s minds, the more economically it is coded. 

Accordingly, referring with a reduced referential device, such as a third-person pronoun, usually 

reflects a high degree of activation status of the referent (Chafe 1994: 75, Ariel 2001: 31, Kibrik 

2011: 54). The activation status (accessibility) of the referent is a complex concept which is 

determined by a combination of different factors, notably, but not exclusively, by the (linear and 

rhetorical) distance to the nearest antecedent, and by the referent’s saliency (Ariel 2001: 36, Kibrik 

2011: 392).  

However, each reference instance is usually explained without taking into consideration the 

referential segment, i.e the utterance in which the referential device is embedded. The referential 

segment is usually taken to serve a disambiguating role in the context of competing referents. 

According to Fox (1987: 57), for example, pronominalization in context of same-gender referents is 

possible, if other linguistic devices, such as the semantic and grammatical structure of the utterance, 

are utilized to guide the interpretation. I would like to suggest that pronominalization, enabled by 

linguistics devices present in the utterance, is a broader phenomenon, which may explain seemingly 

odd cases, where third-person pronouns refer to less-than-fully activated referents. In the process of 

interpretation, the addressee first tries to coherently integrate the referential segment into the 

previous discourse as a whole, and only then fully interprets the pronoun (Cornish 2009: 589-590). 

In that case, the speaker’s choice of a pronoun might reflect not only activation considerations, but 

also reliance on the referential segment which may place semantic and pragmatic constraints on the 

anaphor’s potential values. 

In my presentation I wish to present examples taken from The Corpus of Spoken Israeli 

Hebrew (CoSIH), where a third-person pronoun refers to less-than-fully-activated referents. These 

cases will demonstrate that in spontaneous conversation speakers’ use of third-person pronouns may 

also be explained by reliance on the interpretation of the referential segment as a whole. The excerpt 

below exemplifies one such use: 

sp1_057-058  aχ'ʃav zɛ lɔ ʃɛ='pa.am huc1 hiv'tiaχ-Øc1 lac2 | 

Y311_sp1_057  now this not that=once he he_promised her | 

  a'ni a'marti lac2 || 

Y311_sp1_058 I told her || 

sp2_010  huc1 ni'ʦɛl-Øc1 ɔ'tac2 |  

  he he_used  her | 

sp1_059-067 li lɛfa'χɔt ja'ʁivy a'mar-Øy |  kʃɛ=huy ba-Øy  | 

  to me at least Yariv he_said  |  when=he he_came | 

lɛha'ʦia  li |  χavɛ'ʁut bɛ=mɛʁχa'ɔt kfu'lɔt |               

offer   me |  friendship so to speak  | 

kʃɛ=huy ba-Øy  lɛha'ʦia li bɔj nat'χil la'ʦɛt   bɛ='jaχad | 

when=he he_came to offer me let’s start go.out     together   |  

huy pa'taχ-Øy vɛ=a'mar-Øy | a'ni rɔ'ʦɛ la.a'zɔv     ɛt=ha='bajit 

he he_opened and he_said |  I want to leave    the=house 

vɛ=liχ'jɔt     i'taχ || lac2 lɛf-- huc1 gam ɛt=zɛ lɔ   a'mar-Øc1  ||  

and=live     with you || to her ERR  he even that not he_said   || 



sp1_057-058 Now, it's not that he had promised her in the past, I told her. 

sp2_010 He used her. 

sp1_059-067 At least to me Yariv said, when he came to offer me to be friends, so to speak, when he 

came to offer me let’s start going out, he said from the beginning: I want to leave my 

home and live with you. To her, he didn't even say that. 

 

Just prior to this excerpt, sp1 was talking about a man and a woman, both married, who had 

an affair. The woman ended her marriage expecting that the man would follow suit, however it 

turned out that he was not interested and ended the affair. In the beginning of the excerpt, after 

referring to that couple with third-person pronouns zɛ lɔ ʃɛ paam hu hivtiaχ la “it's not that he had 

promised her in the past”, the speaker introduces a new referent, ‘Yariv’, a married man with whom 

she herself once had an affair, and refers to him three times with the 3SGM pronoun hu. This change 

of topic is made in order to contrast the behaviour of ‘Yariv’ who had told her from the beginning 

that he was willing to end his marriage for her, to the behaviour of the man she was describing 

earlier. This contrast is highlighted in the last sentence in the excerpt la hu gam ɛt zɛ lɔ amaʁ “to her 

he didn't even say that”. The two pronouns in this sentence refer to the couple whose last mention 

was seven clauses before. While the bound 3SGF pronoun -a can unambiguously be attributed to the 

only female referent in the context (‘the woman who is part of the couple’), the 3SGM hu reflects a 

potential referential conflict, as there are two male referents in that context in varying distances – 

‘Yariv’ (one clause) and ‘the man who is part of the couple’ (seven clauses). 

What seems to allow the speaker to refer to a less accessible referent with a third-person 

pronoun is the speaker’s assumption that the addressee first tries to coherently integrate the 

referential segment into the previous discourse as a whole, and only then fully interprets the pronoun 

(Cornish 2009: 589-590). The integration of the utterance la hu gam ɛt zɛ lɔ amaʁ “to her he didn't 

even say that” is aided by the initial positioning of the indirect object la “to her”. As has already been 

pointed out, the referent of the bound 3SGF pronoun -a can unambiguously be identified as the 

‘woman who is part of the couple’ and thus it can serve as an anchor to the correct integration of the 

utterance to the main topic of the conversation, and consequently to the interpretation of hu “he”. 

Moreover, sp1 highlights la “to her” with prosodic prominence, which further strengthens its status 

as an anchor for the integration of the referential segment. Therefore, using a pronoun to refer to a 

less-than-fully-activated referent is possible if the speaker assesses that the referential segment can 

be coherently integrated, through different means, such as linguistic elements that tie, or anchor, the 

segment with the pronoun as a whole, to the discourse segment that includes the relevant referent.  
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